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Botanicus Interior Landscaping for New 
Headquarters Western New York 

List of plants/flowers used:  Aglaonema Mary Ann; Epipremnum Neon, Jade, N'Joy;, Guzmania varieties; 
Phalaenopsis.  
 
Growers/brokers used for plant material:  Capri Farms, Bruce Jensen Nurseries 
 
Containers used:  Architectural Supplements – Phoenix Tall Square. Phoenix Cylinder, low bowls; finish – Gun-
metal Gray, Plant Portrait 32” x 64”; Topsider boxes on panel walls Light Gray 
 
Topdressing used:  Tall planter collars, planted direct in soil less mix 
 
Other materials:  Wicks and risers from Water Boy 
 
The story behind this design and installation:  New executive office with special accent plants in simple modern 
locations. The Interior Landscaping design was coordinated with the companies’ Interior Designer that had 
specific design criteria. The lobby is flanked with A. Mary Ann at the stairwell and a flower changing bowl on 
the table. Several rows of 3 tall squares with Mary Ann Aglaonema accented the common areas. The low 
plants enhanced the industrial art and color accent areas. The entrance to the board room was complement-
ed with a 32” by 64” Plant Portrait.  
 
What makes this design unique:  The Plant Portrait with simple 3 color vines add to the entrance of the board-
room. Rows of three tall squares and a round cylinder enhance the industrial art and sleek column panel sys-
tem architecture. A low bowl of color welcomes visitors to the lobby. The simple design complements the in-
dustrial and modern building and welcomes visitors from all over the world.  

Second Place, Free-Standing Containers,  
Interior $100 to $10,000 
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Botanicus Interior Landscape for Wyndham 
Garden Hotel, Williamsville 

List of plants/flowers used:  PVC Onion Grass, Artificial Box Hedge, Artificial Bamboo palms  
 
Growers/brokers used for plant material:  Autograph Foliages, May Silk  
 
Containers used:  Architectural Supplements  - Phoenix Tall Square. Ironclad rectangle.  
 
Topdressing used:  Custom cut Moss matt green cloth. 
 
Other materials:  Collars, pedestals. 
 
The story behind this design and installation:  Working within the Wyndham Hotel specifications, we collabo-
rated with the developer and interior designer to add accent artificial faux plants to the newly- built hotel. A 
preset list of specifications was given to us a week before opening. We made new specification recommen-
dations and quickly got a detailed proposal to the designer. The approved redesign was ordered from the 
vendors. Our installation department brought “temporary” plants for the grand opening only a few days 
away. The final installation was adjusted to the requested changes of the designer.  
 
What makes this design unique?  The boxwood hedge was added in the parking garage to prevent patrons 
from tripping on the raised area walkthrough.  
 
Additional comments:  The new hotel building boasts apartments, a restaurant, a fitness center, an indoor 
pool and other amenities.  

First Place, Artificial Foliage, $100 to $10,000 
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